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Welcome
A long gap since the last Bankside but along with computer problems and health hiccups I just
have not had time. The lack of much feedback also makes it hard to say anything of interest.
AGM
Our AGM is the 4th Feb if any member wants to give it a go on the committee let me know
We will also be voting on rules and subs
Work party
This Sunday sees our first work party of the year. Woodlands lake at Forty Hall.
We will meet at 8am by the garages at the end of the road that goes past the car park or if you are
not there in time down by the lake.
It will be a boot job as like every lake it is a bit damp. Gloves, secateurs, loppers anything that
might be useful in pruning.
We have two trees down that we have got to move to allow access to swims.
Fisheries
Turnford
The death of 27 eels seems to have been a one off as there have been no further problems.
The fishing has been hard days with not even a bleep then a day when several fish are taken,
nothing unusual this time of the year, just that with the lack of real winter everyone thinks it
should be better. Mr Carp does not subscribe to this theory.
Boot
Very few anglers on the pit but on two recent bailiff trips I have seen carp of 6 and 9lbs and
another 9lb landed.
One angler found three small pike [4, 11 &14lbs] along with a 2+lb perch.
Fishers green
Plenty of water over the last few weeks and several fish have been banked during the daylight
which makes a change from the low water levels when evening and after dark was the order
of the day. Today I bailiffed at 9am and already a 3lb Trout had been banked by a disgruntled
Barbel angler
With 3ft of flood pea soup coming down the fish are in the back eddies and not worried by anglers
on the bank like when the water is crystal.
RSA Relief channel
Was producing Pike up to the rain but not seen anybody fishing while the water has been
coloured
Woodlands
A reminder that this is closed until 1st April
Paradise lake
No reports of anyone fishing here and with the lack of bait going in it will be very hard until it
warms up.
We had a low oxygen scare at the end of October but no losses and plenty of fresh water has
been through in the last month.
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